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Fingerpulls Melamine User Guide. 
  

 
 

 

 
 

Introduction 

Overview 
 The ‘Fingerpulls Melamine’ Package from Solid IT allows you to add fingerpull gaps and routes and melamine 

rails behind the top edge of doors and drawer fronts on Base, Vanity and Tall cabinets using Room Attributes. 
 Door/Drawer front Attributes are used to add the rails and extend them into the left or right adjacent cabinets. 
 Door/Drawer front Attributes are also used to override the fingerpull Room settings for one door/drawer.  
 Using this package first requires that the Room attributes, “UCS - User Public Variables” and Intellijoint tooling 

is configured correctly. 
 Warning: Using this package requires that the user ensures that by adding fingerpulls no hardware or other 

parts interfere with the fingerpull routes or rails. It is up to the user to check if selected drawers need to be 
reduced in height or moved to clear the fingerpulls or that the reduced height of the drawer fronts is no 
longer suitable for the drawer box height selected. All other potential interferences must be checked by the 
user prior to sending the job to production.  

 Disclaimer: Solidsetup Pty Ltd takes no responsibility for unchecked interferences or mistakes caused by 
improper usage of this package and is therefore not liable for any losses by its usage whatsoever. 

 Note: The top rails in straight cabinets will move back to allow for the route and melamine rail for the 
fingerpull but not corner 90 cabinets. For the top rails to move back in corner 90 cabinets you can either 
purchase our RLSCTL (Rail Control) package or you can add the parameter U_FPull_Depth to the position 
equations in your corner 90 cabinets rails yourself. 
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Default Settings 

Setting Your Room Defaults 
 The System Parameters allows you to choose the settings which will be used each time you start a new Job. 

Enter the values you wish to become your standard or default settings for fingerpulls. Refer to the next section for 
when you need to change them for a particular job. From the splash screen, select Utilities – Parameters 
 

 
 
The following system parameters control the fingerpull route and rail settings  
The values shown are only for example and are in millimeters. 
 
Prompt:   Value: Description: 
Fpulls Mel  False Shows/Hides the following “FPulls Mel Edit” attribute in the room (Do Not Change) 
FPulls Mel –Edit  False Shows/Hides the following “FPulls Mel…” attributes in the room (Do Not Change) 
Fpulls Mel Cnr Square False Turns on end route corner radius removal using a dado or hole 
Fpulls Mel Gap  Top 40 The Gap from the Top of the Cabinet to the top of the Door or top Drawer Front 
Fpulls Mel Gap  Mid 30 The Gap between Drawer Fronts (or Doors stacked vertically) 
Fpulls Mel Lip  Top 34 The distance down to the bottom of the route from the top of the door 
Fpulls Mel Lip Bot 5 The distance up to the top of the route, from the bottom of the drawer front above. 
Fpulls Mel Lip Mid Top 34 The distance down to the bottom of the routes between drawers. 
Fpulls Mel Mitres  False Turns on door/draw front mitres (Do Not Change) 
Fpulls Mel Route Depth 16.5 The depth of the routes from the front edge of the cabinet ends 

 

Gap Top 
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Changing Defaults for Each Job 
The Room attribute defaults can be overridden each time you start a new job for when the settings in the Job you are 
starting are different to the defaults you normally use. 
To change the defaults for one Job, after starting the Job, select the Room – Attributes tab in the Job Properties screen: 
 

 
 
Note: You do not need to change the “FPull Mel” or “FPull Mel Edit” to True here as it is done in each room. 

 

NC Centre Geometry Preferences 
 If “Extend Dado by Tool Diameter” is not ticked – use the “Route Extend” public variable instead (see below) 
 If “Combine edge operations with part outline” is ticked it may undo the Extend Dado setting, so also use the 

“Route Extend” public variable described in the next section. 
 

 

 
UCS Public Variables 

There are 16 Public Variables in the “{ HANDLES } -- FPull Mel Dor Attribute “ UCS. 
 

 To change these variables go to the Utilities – Edit User Created Standards from the Room Plan or Elevation 
views 

 

  
 
Then click on the “{ HANDLES } -- FPull Mel Dor Attribute “ UCS. 
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 On the top right hand side of the screen you will see the Public Variables list: 
 
 
 
Clearance Dado  1 sets the end route corner squaring to a dado or 0 sets it to a Hole in the corner. (Only used 

when the room attribute “Fpulls Mel Cnr Square” is true) 
 
Clearance Hole Dia  Sets the diameter of the route corner squaring hole if used. (This should be about the same 

as the Route Tool Diameter but slightly smaller can still be ok – ie 8mm for a 9mm cutter) 
 
Mitre Tool Depth  Depth from back of draw/door to front of mitre. 
Mitre Tool Dia   Diameter of mitre tool as entered in tool catalog. 
Mitre Tool ID   The Tool ID (not tool number) of mitre tool in tool catalog 
Mitre Tool Offset  Distance from center of tool to top of door/draw front. 
Mitre Part Spacing Nested part spacing required for mitred parts so the mitre clears other parts. 
 
Hinges move down 1 will move the top hinges down by the Fingerpull Top Gap. 0 will leave them where is. 
 
Horizontal Rail 1 will add a horizontal rail at the bottom of the routes if the routes are at least 10mm deeper 

than the material thickness of the rail. 0 will mean that a flat rail is not added 
 
Horiz Rail Under   1 will cause the flat rail to run under the vertical rail. 0 it will sit in front. 
 
Rails Re-cut  1 will make both rails be recut from one rail and a marker hole will be then positioned at the 

point where the saw blade needs to run to recut the rails to the correct widths. 
 
Saw Kerf   This measurement in mm is the saw blade thickness used if re-cutting 2 rails from one and is 

added to the total width of the rail to be recut. 
 
Route Tolerance  The value in mm here is added to the top and bottom of the route so that the rails are not 

too tight. 
 
Re-cut Hole Dia Sets the diameter of the marker for re-cutting the two rails from one if required. 
 
Route Tool Dia   This variable tells the intellijoints what the tool diameter is for the dadoes so that it can allow 

for the “Extend Dado by Tool Diameter” setting in the NC Center. 
 
Route Extend Extends the dadoes if they are short due to “Combine Edge Operations with Part Outline” 

setting in the NC centre which may override the “Extend Dado by Tool Diameter” setting, or 
if that setting is false. 

 
 

 If your system is set to mm, Edit the values in the Imp() brackets to the diameter and depths you require.  
 If your system is set to inches, simply replace the whole imp() with the imperial measurement instead. 
 Eg: Imp(3) might become 1/8  

 
Once you have changed these values to your requirements, you can close the UCS editor. 
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Mitre Settings 

 
Depending on what mitre you want, you will need to adjust the mitre variables described above to achieve the desired 
result. The following diagram shows a cross section of a 45 degree mitre applied to the top rear edge of a door and the 
required nested spacing if the route is 17mm deep. 

 
To leave 5mm of flat on the front edge the tool offset needs to be 4mm. The part spacing would need to be at least 
22mm because at 21mm the tool will just hit the next part. Adjust the mitre variables and run some tests on scrap 
board before you run the mitres on a live job. 
 
 

Intellijoint Tool Selection 
 
The Tool used to cut the fingerpull routes must be selected in each fingerpull intellijoint so that Cabinet Vision does not 
attempt to use a different tool whose diameter is not known which would cause the routes to be an unknown length. 
 
Open the Intellijoint Catalog from Splash Screen (or the part editor, CNC tab – Main – Tools menu) 
 
 

 
 
 
Scroll down to find the following 8 Intellijoints 
 

 
 
Click on the tool for each Dado Operation (Not Bore) and then choose the correct tool from the drop down list: 
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Repeat this for all 8 Intellijoints until all the Dado tools chosen are the same. (leave the Bore operations as “Auto”) 
 
Note: The tool chosen must have its diameter set in the UCS – “User Public Variables” explained in the previous 
section. 
The Following image shows how the resulting dadoes look when machined at the top of an end and in the middle of an 
end between two drawers. The extra checkouts in the corners are to remove the tool radius creating a square corner. 

 

Room Attributes Usage 

Functionality 
The Room Attributes allows the fingerpull settings to be different from one Room to the next. 

 Room Attributes are only visible in the sidebar of the Plan or Elevation view at the Room level when a cabinet 
is not selected. 

 The “Fingerpulls” attribute will Show or Hide the “FPulls Mel” attribute but it will not hide it until there is at 
least one cabinet in the room. 

 The “FPulls Mel” attribute will Show or Hide the rest of the FPull Mel attributes but it will not hide them until 
there is at least one cabinet in the room. 

 Room attributes will be overridden by any changes to the same part attribute on a door or drawer front. 

Room Attribute List: 
As mentioned in the ‘Setting Your Room Defaults’ section, this is a list of the Fingerpulls Mel Room Attributes 
Refer to the diagram in that section to see what they control. 
 
Prompt:   Value: Description: 
FPulls Mel  False Shows/Hides the “FPulls Mel -Edit” attribute in the room 
FPulls Mel –Edit  False Shows/Hides the following attributes in the room 
Fpulls Mel Cnr Square False Turns on end route corner radius removal using a dado or hole 
Fpulls Mel Gap  Top 40 The Gap from the Top of the Cabinet to the top of the Door or top Drawer Front 
Fpulls Mel Gap  Mid 30 The Gap between Drawer Fronts (or Doors stacked vertically) 
Fpulls Mel Lip  Top 34 The distance down to the bottom of the route from the top of the door 
Fpulls Mel Lip Bot 5 The distance up to the top of the route, from the bottom of the drawer front above. 
Fpulls Mel Lip Mid Top 34 The distance down to the bottom of the routes between drawers. 
Fpulls Mel Mitres  False Turns on door/draw front mitres. 
Fpulls Mel Route Depth 16.5 The depth of the routes from the front edge of the cabinet ends 
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Cabinet Attribute Usage 

Functionality 
The Cabinet Attribute allows the Fingerpulls to be switched off on any given cabinet if not required. 

 Cabinet Attributes are only visible in the sidebar of the Plan or Elevation view at the Room level when a 
cabinet is selected. 

Cabinet Attribute List:  
Prompt:   Value: Description: 
FPulls Mel?  True Turns off/on fingerpulls Melamine on any cabinet 
 

Part Attributes Usage 

Functionality 
The Part Attributes allows for the addition of melamine rails to fit into the routes and to span across multiple cabinets. 
They also allow for the fingerpull settings to be different from one door/drawer to the next if required. 

 Part Attributes are only visible in the sidebar of the Ortho (Smiley) views in the cabinet editor when a Door or 
Drawer Front is selected. 

 Once a part has had one of its fingerpull attributes changed, the same Room attribute will no longer affect that 
part until the fingerpulls are turned off and then back on, on that cabinet. 

Part Attribute List: 
Prompt:   Value: Description: 
 
FPull Mel On?  True Allows the fingerpull to be turned off for this Door/Drawer 
FPull Mel Gap?  30 Allows the fingerpull Gap to be overridden for this Door/Drawer 
FPull Mel Mitre?  False Allows the fingerpull Mitre to be turned off for this Door/Drawer 
FPull Mel Rail?  False Tick to add Rail(s) to this Door/Drawer (if a Pair of Doors only add to LH Door)  
FPull Mel Route Depth 16.5 Allows the fingerpull route depth to be overridden for this Door/Drawer 
FPull Mel Lip Top  34 Allows the fingerpull Top Lip to be overridden for this Door/Drawer 
FPull Mel Lip Bot  5 Allows the fingerpull Bottom Lip to be overridden for this Door/Drawer 
 
The following 2 attributes only appear if “FPull Mel Rail?” Is True: 
 
FPull Mel Rail SCL 0 The distance to extend the rail(s) into the adjacent cabinet(s) on the Left 
FPull Mel Rail SCR 0 The distance to extend the rail(s) into the adjacent cabinet(s) on the Right. 
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Example Elevation for Rail Scribing. 

 In the following diagram the rails could be turned on for cabinet #2 on all 4 drawers. Then drawer A would 
have a FPull Mel Rail SCL value of 1000mm and a FPull Mel Rail SCR value of 600mm. Drawer B and C would 
have a FPull Mel Rail SCR value of 600mm. Drawer D does not need any scribes.  

Another option would be to turn the rail on in cabinet #1 (On the left Door only if it is a pair of doors) and then use a value of 
1200mm for the FPull Mel Rail SCR. This would be instead of drawer A on cabinet #2 but the remaining drawers would need to 

be the same as in the first option.
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